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ABSTRACT 
 

Paywalls are a staple of the internet and seen in a vast amount of websites [1]. Encountering a 
paywall is always annoying, whether you’re doing work for school or just trying to catch up on 

the latest news [2]. To eliminate this annoyance we have created Wall Breaker, a google 

extension with the primary task of bypassing any paywall using a variety of methods [3]. Our 

extension uses methods such as opening the website in an incognito tab or acting as a new user 

when clicking on a link. Although not the first of its kind, our extension is truly unique in the 

methods and techniques used. The popup used is easy to use and simple to look at, providing the 

best user experience. Wall Breaker will work on most websites, both popular and lesser known 

ones. It makes no distinction between certain types of websites and the methods can be used on 

any page. While Wall Breaker might not work on every website those are few and far between.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Web-browsing and surfing the web have become a highly prevalent part of all aspects of society 

[4]. Many people wander into the realm of the internet to browse a variety of websites daily. The 
use of websites is integral and goes hand in hand with the internet. Whether their purpose is for 

research, entertainment, or other interests they have undoubtedly crossed paths with a paywall. 

Many websites hinder people's access to their website by requiring some form of payment, login, 
and or agreement. This is known as a paywall. Popular websites might use paywalls to restrict the 

users entry and cater towards those that have some kind of subscription. These confining 

stipulations deter possible enthusiasts and might cause annoyance in those who only wish to view 
the website a few times and do not want to sign up for a subscription of any kind. Getting around 

paywalls such as this opens up more information for internet users and improves the overall 

internet experience. It benefits the consumer by saving time, headache, and increasing the overall 

spread of knowledge and information to everyone. The ability to bypass a paywall is invaluable 
in order to increase access to information that otherwise would be barred from the normal viewer. 
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The benefits of our extension, WallBreaker, opens up many different websites and minimizes the 
annoyance of everyday browsing. Because of how ingrained web-browsing is in our daily lives, 

any way to improve upon the now common activity is important. 

 

Any internet browser has most likely encountered a paywall [5]. While certainly annoying, there 
are ways to get past one. A common use of paywalls is letting the user access a specific amount 

of pages and once that number is reached, activate the paywall preventing the user from reaching 

any new pages. While there are some manual ways to get by this such as using a friend’s account 
or making a new one this is far from optimal. A much more efficient way to bypass a paywall is 

to do it automatically by using internal tools such as browser extensions. Our extension is not the 

first to attempt to fix this problem. There have been several different techniques and methods 
used by others in order to bypass paywalls. A popular method to bypass a paywall is to search the 

internet for a free version of that particular website by examining the contents of the page and 

searching the internet for a copy. However a common problem with this method is that 

oftentimes, a free copy is unable to be found on the internet. These limitations limit the amount of 
paywalls able to be bypassed. For example, a lesser known website with a paywall will most 

likely not have a free copy and even popular news articles and websites might not have any free 

versions available online. Most of the time free versions of websites with paywalls will be limited 
to scholarly articles. These methods also rely on already established databases that hold free 

versions of these websites. 

 
We used a number of methods to achieve our goal of bypassing paywalls. The first step to 

achieving this goal is by making it easily available, we decided to create this project in the form 

of a google chrome extension. This extension has a brilliant UI designed to customize the user’s 

needs. To add on, we created multiple options to make sure we can bypass all paywalls on all 
websites. Some examples include opening a private browser when hitting a paywall or disguising 

the user as a google bot  beforehand. The functionality of each websites’ paywall differs which 

results in the need for differing methods to bypass these obstacles. Some for example do not 
allow google bots but may allow social media links. We therefore have a method that disguises 

the user as coming from a social media platform to trick the website into allowing access to their 

content without signing up or paying for an account. Some websites’ paywalls might be harder 

than others to traverse through. The inner workings of websites all over the web varies and their 
paywalls all need different requirements to bypass. This is why we required so many different 

solutions. Our solution has the strength of accessing the desired data directly. Other solutions 

such as unpaywall, while still a strong solution, reroute you to a different location where the data 
may possibly be stored. Our extension is also free to use, unlike some of the other solutions 

currently out there.. Due to these numerous features, we believe that our creation is invaluable 

while surfing the web. Our project is important to minimize the frustration of online browsing [6]. 

 
To prove our results we went to a series of websites and tested if we would be met with a paywall. 

Certain websites such as medium or wall street journal, contained paywalls with which we could 
run tests. To reliably test the results of our extension we tested the code manually, checking a 

selection of sites that offer a different variety in the types of paywalls that are used. For example, 

we tried our code against medium.com to test the functionality of the code. At each turn, our code 
reliably blocked the paywall. Our code has numerous working features, such as personally 

selecting certain websites to block or unblock. We tested this by using it on a variety of websites. 

Another feature is the ability to adapt to all kinds of paywalls by using a diverse set of methods 

built for a multitude of paywalls. These features  are inclusive to all websites. Basically our 
extension is built for user customization and each function is able to work independently and as a 

whole. Ultimately our code works together to provide a better experience surfing the internet. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the details on the challenges that we 
met during back-end and front-end coding process; Section 3 focuses on the details of our 

solutions corresponding to the challenges that we mentioned in Section 2; Section 4 presents the 

relevant details about the project we did, following by presenting the related work in Section 5. 

Finally, Section 6 gives the conclusion remarks, as well as pointing out the future work of this 
project. 

 

2. CHALLENGES 
 

In order to build the project, a few challenges have been identified as follows. 

 

2.1. Creating an easy to use UI inside the pop-up 
 

Creating an easy to use UI inside the pop-up was one of the main challenges when building our 

extension [7]. We wanted to create a pop-up that the average user could understand and use 
without difficulty [8]. As Wall Breaker has multiple methods to bypass paywalls we also needed 

a way to easily explain the different methods to bypass different types of paywalls. We decided to 

incorporate elements such as sliders and a simple design to create our pop-up. 
 

2.2. Finding methods to bypass paywall 
 
As each paywall is different it makes sense to have multiple methods to bypass them. Some of 

these methods only work for specific circumstances so putting on the solutions in one location 

was necessary but it proved to be a challenge. We had to create a script that had all the methods 
in one palace in order to integrate it all in the chrome extension. We used sliders to activate the 

methods. Making sure to save user settings and database info was also a challenge due to the fact 

that the sliders naturally reset each time the popup is opened. We thus had to create a series of 
code to make sure the settings changed. 

 

2.3. Testing code 
 

One of the more difficult parts of the code was actually testing it. Due to the nature of the 

extension it is basically impossible to see if the code works until we actually finish coding it, 
meaning that if there is an error it will most likely be unknown until we actually attempt to run 

the code. Chrome API communication between scripts leads to limitations in certain background 

tasks, making the process of building the extension much more restricted and difficult. 

 

3. SOLUTION 
 

There are many steps and components that make up the functionality of our project [9]. When the 

user first opens the extension they are greeted with an easy to use, and easy to understand user 
interface. This interface requests for four different types of inputs, which allow the user to 

customize their predilections and personalize their time online [10]. With one click you can 

personalize your online experience by excluding or including certain websites. Once the input is 

entered it is saved in a database that stores the user’s preferences. The preferences are frequently 
updated with any new changes to the inputs that are made. To bypass the paywall our program 

uses a content script and a background script which work together in order to avoid the paywalls. 

The purpose of the content script is to find the best way to traverse through a paywall by going 
through numerous different strategies that might be implemented in passing the paywall. To 

elaborate, the content script finds what kind of website is opened-because every website utilizes a 

paywall differently- and observes the best solution in order to dodge the paywall. The content 
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script is constantly being updated with each click into a new website, Meanwhile the background 
script is refreshed only when the extension first runs. In order to continually refresh the 

background script, the background script is directly linked to the change of inputs from the user. 

The extension then returns the most optimal solution to bypass the paywall while simultaneously 

saving the user’s settings into a database. Based on the two scripts and the input the extension 
customizes the user's experience on the web. Each of these individual mechanisms helps to run 

and produce the end result. 

 

  
 

Figure 1. An overview of the project 

 
Google Chrome Extensions are programs that change the browser in some way, whether it’s the 

way Google looks or the way that the search bar works. Our extension manipulates the source 

code of websites to bypass paywalls. Wall Breaker uses multiple scripts that communicate and 
rely on each other to work. The content script checks the information of a website and then gives 

that information to other scripts to execute the code. The background script saves the user 

preferences on whether the sliders remain enabled or disabled. The manifest saves information 

about the extension like the name and icon used. Our extension uses four methods to bypass 
paywalls. These methods can be switched on and off with sliders. Multiple methods are used as 

some might not work on specific websites. Many websites let you view their page a couple of 

times before enabling a paywall and making you create an account. One of our methods 
automatically opens the website in an incognito page, making it seem as if one is visiting the 

website for the first time. Some websites disable the private browsing tab however so we also 

have a method that disables cookies on the website and one that modifies the HTTP headers to 
make it seem as if one is joining from a social media site. To add on, we also have a method that 

takes advantage of a Google bot where it changes the website request to make the user look like a 

GoogleBot. All these methods are unique in their own ways and help the user in bypassing 

paywalls on different websites in the form of a Google Extension. 
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4. EXPERIMENT 
 

4.1. Experiment 1 
 

In order to verify that our solution can effectively solve problems at different levels and have 
good user feedback, we decided to select multiple experimental groups and comparison groups 

for several experiments. For the first experiment, we want to prove that our solution works stable 

and continuously, so we choose a group size of 20 different IP Address in 5 different country The 
goal of the first experiment is to verify if the paywall detection works good for different IP 

address Through sampling 5 groups of users of different IP address and letting them try the same 

website 10 times. Results are collected by statistics of the total time that the paywall website is 

detected. Experiments have shown that all IP in different IP groups show a high rate of detection. 
IP form North American has the most high rates, IP form China has the most Low rates This 

experiment could explain that the IP address do have a obvious impact on the detection results 

The experiment graph shows below: 

 
 

Figure 2. Survey result 

 

4.2. Experiment 2 
 
A good user experience is as important as a good product. So a perfect solution should have 

excellent user experience feedback. In order to prove that our solution has the best user feedback, 

we specially designed a user experience questionnaire We statistics the feedback result from 100 
users, we divide those users into three different groups. The first group of users spend more time 

on the video games, the second group of users spend more time on the research and reading, the 

third group of users spend more time on working The goal of the first experiment is to verify high 
feedback scores shows high performance We collect the feedback scores form these 3 different 

group of users and analyze it. Experiments have shown that users who play games more give the 

highest result feedback to our app. Which may because of paywall link appears more in the game 

searching The experiment graph shows below: 
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Figure 3. Survey result 2 

 

 
Figure 4. Survey result 3 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Survey result 4 

 

5. RELATED WORK 
 

Schultz and Azadbakht have a browser extension that allows the user to use “tools” that search 

for an open, free version of a website [11]. When encountering a paywall there are four options 
that show up on the screen that link to other websites where the user can read the article for free. 

Similar to our extension, the project extension uses tools that users click and use to gain access to 

websites. However, their extension relies on other already established websites that have 
databases of free versions of websites. Our extension actually manipulates the code of a website 
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and has a variety of different methods to bypass the paywall. For example, a lesser known 
website with a paywall might not have a free version but our extension can instead use a variety 

of methods to actually manipulate the code and gain access to the website. 

 

Unpaywall is a widget that when encountering a paywall searches the internet for a free version 
of the website [13]. When encountering a paywall a tab will show up on the side of a screen that 

links to a free version or is grayed out, meaning it could not find a free version. Unpaywall is 

similar to our extension in that the user can interact with it. Of course, like the previous related 
work Unpaywall has restrictions and limitations of what it can do when encountering a paywall. 

Unpaywall searches for free versions of the website on the internet but if no such website is 

found the user has no choice but to find a different website or pay for it. 
 

Libkey Nomad is a browser extension that finds free and full-text versions of journal articles [12]. 

Nomad examines the contents of an article page and searches their databases for a PDF of the 

article. Depending on if a PDF is found or not Nomad has several options for the user. For 
example, if a PDF is found the user can download the PDF and if a PDF is not found the user will 

be linked to a website where they can enable interlibrary loan. Libkey Nomad is limited to mostly 

scholarly articles but can help in accessing library subscriptions. Libkey Nomad is great for 
finding articles that need a library subscription to access. Our extension can access most websites 

and bypass the paywalls but might have trouble getting pass a subscription. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Encountering a paywall is always irritating to deal with especially when trying to do something 

important, like school work. Although bypassing a paywall manually is possible in some cases, 

such as creating a new account for a website, it is far from optimal and efficient. To effectively 
avoid encountering paywalls we have created Wall Breaker, a google extension that bypasses 

paywalls on the internet [14]. We used a variety of ways and methods to bypass paywalls. We 

added these methods into an easy to use popup that users can interact with. Users can turn these 
methods on and off and the popup will save their choices. One of the methods we use opens a 

page in the incognito tab. If the user does not want this to happen they can turn off this method 

permanently by clicking the slider. We used a variety of methods since the effectiveness of a 

method depends on the website. A method could work perfectly fine on a website but be 
completely ineffective on another [15]. The creation of multiple methods and functions lower the 

chance of running into a website with a paywall that can not be bypassed. The popup we created 

is simplistic to make sure the user can easily understand and use it. The popup also hides itself 
until the user interacts with it by clicking the icon on the taskbar. This makes sure that our 

extension is not distracting to the user. Wall Breaker is extremely effective in doing its task and 

makes sure that the user receives the best possible experience.  

 
While our extension is extremely flexible there are some limitations associated with it. Our 

extension works on most websites but there might be a few occasions where none of our methods 

will work and there is no way to get by the paywall. Although our popup is easy to use it could be 
annoying to turn the sliders on and off depending on the website and trying to figure out which 

option is the best. We have multiple methods but the effectiveness of these methods vary from 

website to website and some can be annoying to leave on permanently such as the one that opens 
the website into an incognito page. 

 

Most of the problems with our extension can be fixed by changing or adding new functions and 

code. We can change the code so that when encountering a paywall, a method will be 
automatically used without the need for user input. We can also add new and more methods to 

make it even less likely for there to be a paywall that can not be bypassed. 
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